
 SOMABAYE SERVICES
PROPERTY INSPECTION

FINDINGS 

REPORT

CLIENT:______D. Ferreira______________________________ DATE:_25-12-2012___

ADDRESS:____1 Leeu street Jordaanpark Heidelberg_________ ERF NO.:_2376__

TYPE OF INSPECTION:____________Pre Occupation ___________________________

DESCRIPTION OF BUILDING INSPECTED:______House_3 Bedroom____________

1)      MAJOR STRUCTURAL DEFECTS :

        None detected.

  

2)      MINOR STRUCTURAL DEFECTS :

        Cornices in almost all rooms are cracked away from either  walls or ceilings, which is 
normal in the Helderberg area due to frequent strong winds pressurizing roofs resulting in 
movement on ceilings and cornices.

        Small cracks appearing especially around windows and doors in main bedroom, bedroom 2, 
bedroom 3, exterior of house and exterior of double garage. These cracks are very small and 
appear to be due to movement which can be repaired.



        Apparent cracks detected in garage floor. Again caused due to movement and is probably 
only screed-deep and not broken thru concrete floor, but can unfortunately only be determined
by breaking away screed exposing concrete floor.

        Exterior doorframe-sill in main bedroom deteriorated clearly caused by water due to rain 
exposure to this side of the building.

        Damp damage to wall starting to show on inside wall of main bedroom just above skirting, 
probably due to exterior paved walkway being on a higher level than interior floor causing 
damp from under paving ( in fill material) to creep thru wall brickwork.

        Clearly visible repaired damp damage to exterior wall at living room underneath window, 
again probably due to higher interior floor level causing damp from under floor (in fill 
material) to creep thru wall brickwork.

        Apparent wet spot on wall in servants quarter next to door likely due to rain water running 
back underneath roof sheets which likely to occur on low-pitched roofs where no “drip” is 
installed.

  

3)      DEFECTS WORTH MENTIONING :

        Front doorbell not working.

        Skew-hanging cupboard doors in dining room and study.

        Light switch back plate broken in main bedroom and M.E.S. bathroom.

        One tap lever loose in M.E.S. bathroom and mixer tap loose from sink in kitchen.

        Silicone sealant needs to be re-done in M.E.S. bathroom between bath and wall tiles.

        Two towel rails loose from wall in M.E.S. bathroom.

        Tiled wooden top in which basins are fitted in bathroom 2 is clearly showing damage caused
by water penetrating thru basin sides due to poor silicone sealing at basin edges.

        Several cracked tiles on kitchen walls.

        Several sagged areas in paving on driveway and around pool.

        Few loosened roof nails in TV room roof sheets.            

            4)      ASSEST OF THE HOME :

        Chlorinated pool.

        Under floor heating in most rooms.

        Alarm system.



        Both entrance gates motorized.

        Both garage doors motorized.

        Intercom system at gate.

        Wall-mounted heaters in most rooms. ( oil and/or asbestos)

        Openable skylight in dining room.

        Marble tops on kitchen cupboards.

        Roof structures ( where visible), roof covering and roof waterproofing very sound.

           5)      OVERALL CONDITION OF BUILDING :

        Very clean and well maintained.

  

          Signed by inspector : …D.Ntuli…………………      Date : ………25 Dec 2012……


